The Feature Extraction and Recognition of Phone Image Based on Robust Sparse Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
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Abstract: Sparse non-negative matrix factorization algorithm can project image data effectively. It plays an important role in image matching and recognition. In order to improve the effectiveness of SNMF algorithm which is used in feature extraction of image data with noises, we added a noise term and combined it with SNMF algorithm. Then we proposed a new sparse optimization objective function and worked out its solution which can guarantee the sparseness of extracted feature and improve the algorithm’s immunity against noise in the same time. We name this robust sparse non-negative matrix factorization (RSNMF) algorithm. It is applied on feature extraction and recognition of phone image. The concept of interface image and sub-graph of mobile phone is created. The feature extraction of phone image is used RSNMF. And the features are put in support vector machine to achieve classification recognition. Experimental results shows that not only phone image data can be large-scale compressed through RSNMF algorithm with good robustness, but also improves the recognition efficiency by generating sparse matrix as an intermediary target matrix to classification.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Image is an important means of access to information and also a visual form of expressing information. Image processing is a hot topic in the present study, image recognition is an important field of artificial intelligence, and feature extraction is one of the most important issues in image recognition field. Normally, image features can be divided into four categories: visual features, statistical features, transform coefficients features, algebraic features [1]. Non-negative Matrix Factorization[2-3] algorithm is based on the algebraic features of image, and gray image can be expressed in the form of matrix, which reflects an intrinsic property and data structures of the image, so a variety of matrix factorization or various algebraic transforms can be used on gray image. NMF algorithm has obvious advantages: On the one hand, NMF algorithm put the global data mapped to the local accumulation, which is easy to achieve and explain; on the other hand, the input data is broken down into two parts to achieve dimensionality reduction, without the existence of negative component, can be applied to solve many practical problems. Therefore, NMF has become one of the most popular tools in signal processing, biomedical engineering, computer vision, image and other research areas which concentrate on multidimensional data processing.

NMF with sparse constraint, as one of the most popular research directions, is focus on making the results of the decomposition sparseness, equivalently input data is compressed further, and it’s convenient for later processing and application. Currently, there are several widely used sparse non-negative matrix factorization algorithms. Cichocki proposed the enhanced sparse non-negative matrix factorization algorithm [4] by introducing non-linear projection to make the matrix non-negative. Li proposed local NMF [5] and orthogonal restriction. Hoyer construct non-negative sparse coding [6] algorithm by combining sparse coding with NMF, meanwhile a sparse penalty term is added. Liu also propose SNMF [7] (sparse non-negative matrix factorization) algorithm which is similar to the algorithm Hoyer presented but with different objective function. Hoyer put forward NMFSC [8] (NMF with sparseness constraints) algorithm by using a non-linear projection method to control sparsity precisely. Classic sparse NMF algorithms always pursuit progress and innovation of sparse control, but ignore the ability in resisting noise. So they are not suitable for some practical situations.

Phone image is size fixed, with no specific contours or edges or texture and contains a large amount of data, it may get deformed or accompanied with noise. Therefore, this paper put forward a non-negative matrix factorization algorithm with good robustness (we call it RSNMF short for robust non-negative matrix factorization) based on Liu’s SNMF algorithm. We used our algorithm on features extraction of phone image and combined with support vector machine to do classification and recognition. The whole process including: proposing the concept of interface image and sub-graph, extraction features of phone image by RSNMF, obtaining feature matrix of phone image, and then using the feature matrix as input data of SVM to do classification and recognition.
2. ROBUST SPARSE NON-NEGATIVE MATRIX FACTORIZATION

2.1. Non-negative Matrix Factorization

NMF algorithm was proposed by D.D.Lee and H.S.Seung in 1999, its essence is a matrix decomposition projection technology. The basic principle of NMF is expressed as follows: for a \( n \times m \) dimensions non-negative matrix, finding a \( n \times r \) dimensions non-negative matrix \( W \) and a \( r \times m \) dimensions non-negative matrix \( H \), so that
\[
V \approx WH \tag{1}
\]

Where \( r \) is called characteristic dimension, whose value is determined by \( r \leq \frac{\min(n,m)}{\max(n,m)} \).

Each column of the objective matrix \( V \) represents a \( n \) dimensions vector of a sample picture. \( W = [w_1w_2...w_r] \), \( W \) is called the base matrix, its physical meaning can be considered as a set of basis about the linear representation of \( v_i \), \( H = [h_1,h_2,...,h_r] \). \( H \) is called the coefficient matrix, \( h_i \) represents the i-th sample’s projection coefficients on \( W \).

Generally speaking, the decomposition of \( V \) can not strictly satisfy formula (1) but can be carried out through approximate decomposition with infinitesimal error. Therefore, we can define an appropriate objective function and by minimizing the objective function we may find the closest \( W \) and \( H \) to satisfy formula (1), which are all proposed by Lee and Seung in reference [3]. One takes the square of Euclidean distance between \( V \) and \( WH \) as the objective function, which has the advantage of simple and intuitive. Another objective function is based on the K-L divergence, which has the advantage of easy to evaluate the optimize result.

2.2. Sparse Non-negative Matrix Factorization

NMF with sparse constraint is based on NMF with constraints of making the result matrix \( W \) or \( H \) sparse, or making both \( W \) and \( H \) sparse. The objective function of SNMF algorithm Liu etc. proposed is based on K-L divergence.
\[
O(V \parallel WH) = \sum_{i,j} (X_{ij} \log \frac{X_{ij}}{(WH)_{ij}} - X_{ij} + (WH)_{ij}) + \lambda \sum_j H_{jj} \tag{2}
\]

\[s.t. \quad W,H \geq 0, \sum_i W_{ir} = 1 \tag{3}\]

In formula (2), the item which contains \( \lambda \) is the penalty term of sparsity, \( \lambda \geq 0 \), according to practical experience, the value of \( \lambda \) would be from 0.1 to 1. Liu etc. also gives the iterative rules of \( W,H \):
\[
H \leftarrow \frac{H \ast (W^T \ast (V/WH))}{1+\lambda} \tag{4}
\]
\[
W \leftarrow W \ast ((V/(W \ast H)) \ast H^T) \ast (1_{n \times l} \ast \sum H^T) \tag{5}
\]

Where \( \ast \) and \( / \) represents the dot product and dot division respectively, namely the corresponding elements multiply or divide each other; \( \ast \) represents matrix multiplication.

Bin Shen [9] proposed Robust NMF algorithm based on the influence of noise, He added a noise term in the objective function but without sparse constraint. The main idea of Bin Shen’s algorithm is: in objective function \( V \) is replaced by \( V-E \), add a function item about \( E \), where \( E \) refers to noise. By combining SNMF algorithm and Bin Shen’s algorithm, we proposed a new algorithm called RSNMF. The new objective function we defined in this paper is as follows.
\[
O(V \parallel WH) = \sum_{i,j} ((X-E)_{ij} \log \frac{(X-E)_{ij}}{(WH)_{ij}} - (X-E)_{ij} + (WH)_{ij}) + \lambda \sum_j H_{jj} + \alpha \sum_i E_{ii} \tag{6}
\]

\[s.t. \quad W,H \geq 0, \sum_i W_{ir} = 1 \tag{7}\]

In formula (6), \( \alpha \) is the tradeoff factor between sparsity of \( E \) and image reconstruction error, it controls the weight of \( E \) and \( V-E \geq 0 \) ensures the raw data non-negative. We use the iterative rules of SNMF algorithm to minimize the objective function \( O(V \parallel WH) \) about \( W,H \), and get derivative of \( W,H \) respectively, in this case \( E \) can be regarded as a constant term, as shown in formula (7). Therefore, the objective function in this paper can be obtained by replacing \( V \) as \( V-E \) in iterative formula of SNMF algorithm.
\[
O(V \parallel WH) = \sum_{i,j} ((X-E)_{ij} \log \frac{(X-E)_{ij}}{(WH)_{ij}} - (X-E)_{ij} + (WH)_{ij}) + \lambda \sum_j H_{jj} + const \tag{8}
\]

As the objective function with respect to \( W,H,E \) is not convex, it is difficult to find a global optimum. Then a local optimization iteration method is used to iterative update \( W,H,E \). According to the reference [9] and the iterative formula of \( W,H \) in SNMF, the specific process of RSNMF is as follows.

Step 1: Set all the elements of \( E \) to 0 and initialize \( W,H \) to random non-negative matrices;

Step 2: Fix \( E \), optimize with respect to \( W,H \). Iteratively do the following:
\[
H \leftarrow \frac{H \ast (W^T \ast ((V-E)/(WH))))}{1+\lambda} \tag{9}
\]
\[
W \leftarrow W \ast (((V-E)/(W \ast H)) \ast H^T) \ast (1_{n \times l} \ast \sum H^T) \tag{10}
\]
Step 3: Fix W, H, optimize with respect to E

\[
E_i = \begin{cases} 
(V-WH)_i & \text{if } V-WH \geq 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} 
\tag{11}
\]

Step 4: Check convergence of \( O \), if it converges, return \( W,H \) and \( E \), otherwise go back to step 2.

Studying SNMF algorithm is our starting point, we added noise reduction processing. To smooth noise we use the rules showed in formula (11) to update \( E \), so the algorithm can handle the situation while images are affected by some points with abnormal value. Robustness is enhanced without limits of different forms of noise, therefore the availability of latter processed images is increased. Moreover, the sparse constraint is kept and only the projection coefficient \( H \) is sparse, this algorithm can adapt larger image distortion and noise. When facing large amount of data, we can convert these high dimensional sample to coefficient matrix \( H \), as a result, the storage space can be greatly reduced.

2.3. Phone Image Feature Extraction Algorithm Flow

Based on the theories above, we propose the feature extraction algorithm based on sparse non-negative matrix factorization for the single phone interface image. The algorithm process is as follows (Feature Extraction By RSNMF, simply called FE-RSNMF):

**FE-RSNMF Algorithm**

**Input:** set of phone template image \( T = \{T_1,T_2,\ldots,T_M\} \), \( M \) indicate the total number of template image ;single phone interface image \( V \).

**Output:** Feature matrix \( S \) with size \( 1 \times M \), its each element represent whether this single interface image \( V \) contains template image \( T_i \), while 1 represent yes, 0 represent no.

1. Decomposing each \( T_i \) by RSNMF, namely \( T_i = w_i h_i \);
2. Calculating the projection of \( V \) on \( w_i \) based on the size of \( T_i \). Projection formula: \( h_i = (w_i^T w_i)^{-1} w_i^T T_i \);
3. Calculating the Euclidean distance \( E = 1/2 \|h_i - h_i^*\|_2 \) between \( h_i \) and \( h_i^* \), finding the minimum value of \( E \) after full scanning and projection of phone interface image. If \( E_{\min} \leq \delta \) (\( \delta \) is set to a dimensionless value) \( s(i) = 1 \), otherwise \( s(i) = 0 \), \( s(i) \) indicate the i-th element of \( S \).
4. \( i \leftarrow i + 1 \), until \( i = M \).

**2.4. Phone Image Recognition Algorithm Flow After Feature Extraction**

Make one part of the samples of phone interface image as training object and another part as testing object. In training process, first of all, calculating the feature matrix \( S_j \) (\( j=1,\ldots,N \), \( N \) represents the whole number of training images) by using the FE-RSNMF algorithm, and then integrate \( s_j \) row by row to matrix \( S \) and do SVM [10, 11] multi-class training [12] with input \( S \). For the test object, go through the same feature matrix calculation process, and then feed it into the trained SVM to test, finally calculate the error rate .Specific process is shown in Fig. (1).

**3. APPLICATION OF RSNMF ALGORITHM**

**3.1. A Short Introduction about Phone Image**

Image recognition is an important process of phone automated testing. This process simulates the eyes of test engineers to identify text and image information through grabbing images on the LCD screen, to estimate the test results. It mainly relates to image acquisition and comparative analysis. Improving the matching accuracy rate is the emphasis direction to improve the efficiency of automated testing, as the phone image database is always large. The characteristics of phone interface image: the same function used in the different interfaces will have some same characteristics, as shown in Fig. (2) is two phone interfaces: their functional categories are anti-virus software interfaces. Three kinds of framed sub-graphs below the pictures can be used as a
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The database of feature map for anti-virus software interfaces. The explanation of red annotation is the starting point of mobile phone image processing in this paper.

The collected mobile phone interface images can be defined and classified according to the content on interface sub-graphs. For example: phone call interfaces usually have the following fixed sub-graphs: . Internet interfaces often have the following fixed sub-graphs , and so on. Phone call interfaces often contain different interfaces such as answering the phone, phone calls, phone call records etc. Although the function of each interface is not the same, but they belong to the same category, which includes the same fixed sub-graphs and the position of these sub-graphs in the interface is fixed, such as the power logo image is generally in the upper right corner. Mobile phone interface definition and classification are on the basis of these sub-graphs. Extract features of sub-graphs by RSNMF, then compute feature matrix of phone interface image. Based on the above two steps, the interface images can be classified and identified by SVM at last.

3.2. Generation of Training and Testing Samples

Phone interface images are obtained by the camera, and converted to gray-scale images, then do corresponding pre-processing. Then every interface image’s size is fixed as 480 * 800. We select 6 classes of phone interface images, and each class has 25 phone interface images, a total of 150 interface images, as shown in Fig. (3). The 6 classes represent 6 functions, namely main interface, messaging interface, text editing interface, internet interface, antivirus interface, camera interface. Select 120 interface images as the training set, and the remaining 30 as testing set. We obtain 15 sub-graphs templates from these standard sample images whose position are fixed in the interface images, and these sub-graph templates are the potential basis of feature matrix calculation for interface image, as shown in Fig. (3).

3.3. The Impact of Noise Factor \( \alpha \)

Study in this area of phone image feature extraction is quite a little. Innovation of this paper is to start from the non-negative part of image data, then make the existed SNMF algorithm better by adding noise processing term.

Experiments: Firstly, calculate feature matrix \( S \) of the 120 interface images for training by using FE-RSNMF algorithm respectively and the dimension of \( S \) is integrated to...
120 * 15. Then take $S$ as the input of multi-classification SVM (one-to-many) and select Gaussian function as the kernel function, then do the test. All the test process are completed under the same condition of feature matrix calculation and parameters of SVM parameters are consistent.

In the objection function, $\alpha$ is treated as weights of noise term, so $\alpha$ is called noise factor. According to the analysis of Zhang Lijun [13], if $\alpha$ is large enough, the error when doing large image reconstruction will increase as well, RSNMF will degenerate to SNMF. In fact, $\alpha$ make the noise term $E$ sparse in some way, it is a tradeoff between reconstruction and sparsity, so we discuss the experimental results while the value of $\alpha$ ranging from 0 to 1. We added different intensity of noise to test the impact of $\alpha$ with different
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feature dimension \( r \). \( r \) is the intermediate parameter of NMF algorithm, in this paper \( r \leq 14 \). As \( H \) is sparse already, if \( r \) is too small, lots of image's information will be lost. Conversely, if \( r \) is too large, the recognition rate would be reduced. So we set \( r=8,10,12 \) to analysis. While \( r \) is fixed, we added Gaussian white noises (mean value is 0, variance respectively as 0.002,0.004,0.006) to the interface image to do experiment, as all the images are obtained from interface image.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a feature extraction algorithm of phone image based on sparse non-negative matrix factorization and noise reduction processing is added on the basis of the original sparse constraint, and the algorithm can handle the images with abnormal point value. Therefore the robustness is enhanced without limits of different forms of noise. To verify the robustness of the algorithm, the improved algorithm is used in feature extraction of phone image, combining with support vector machine for classification and recognition, finally taking a comparison with the classical sparse non-negative matrix factorization algorithm. Experimental result shows that the feature extraction method can retain the basic information of phone image noise better, and has a stronger ability in resisting noise, achieves high recognition accuracy as well. However, if the image data dimension is too large, the speed of algorithm needs to be further enhanced.
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